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Abstract. Certain decision questions (e.g., equivalence, ambiguity, single-valuedrtcss, monotonic- 
ity, etc.) concerning pushdown transducers and acceptors are investigated. Exampfes of results 
shown are the following: 
(1) There is an aIgorithm to decide given two deterministic pushdown transducers, one of 
which has a ‘finite-turn’ counter for a pushdown stack, whether they are ~~ui~a~ent [i.e., they 
define the same input/output relation). 
(2) There are subclasses of pushdown acceptors which have a decidable ambiguity pro&i3 
but an undecidable inherent ambiguity problem. (It seems that these classes are the first known 
to exhibit this property.) 
(3) There is an algorithm to decide given a homomorphism h and a language L accepted bv 
a finite-turn nondeterministic counter automaton whet)rpr h is one-to-one on L. In Contras!, 
there is RO such algorithm if L is accepted by a 1 -turn deterministic pushdown automaton or hy 
an unrestricted deterministic counter automaton. 
1. r~trodu~tio~ 
An important unresolved question in forma1 language theory is whether 
equivalence is decidable for the class of deterministic pushdown automata 
(DPDAl’s). Equivalence is decidabfe for several restricted classes (see, c.g., [6, 15, 
17-19, 22-241). Among these classes are the following: 
(1) Finite-turn DPDA’s [23]. (A DPDA is finite-turn if the number of alterna- 
tions between pushing and popping the acceptor makes on any input is bounded 
by a given positive integer.) 
(2) Detetminisi’ic counter automata (DCA’s) [24]. fA DCA is a PDA which I:as 
exactly 2 pushdown symbols one of which is used only as a bottrjm-of-stack marker.) 
It has also been recently shown that equivalence of a DCA (or finite-turn DPDA) 
MI and a DPDA Mz is decidable [20]. 
In this paper, we show that there is an algorithm to decide given a determini~ti~~ 
pushdown tranducer (DPD?‘) MI and a unite-turn deterministic ounter transduces 
(finite-turn DCT) it& whether they are equivalent (i.e., they define :he same 
* This research was supported in part by NSF Grant MCS8102853. 
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input/output relation). We also consider r&ted problems concerning ambiguity, 
single-v&redness, one-to-oneness and monotonicity. For example, we show the 
following: 
(i) It is decidable to determine if a finite-turn nondeterministic counter 
automaton (finite-turn NCA) is ambiguous. 
(ii) It is undedicable to determine if the language accepted by an e-free l-turn 
WA’ is inherently ambiguous (i.e., not recognizable by any unambiguous E-free 
l-turn NCA). 
Thus the class of e-free l-turn NCA’s has a decidable ambiguity problem but 
an undecidable inherent ambiguity problem. (Hence, the two problems are 
independent.) We know of no other class having this property. The problems in (i) and 
(ii) are undecidable for e-free NCA’s and E-free l-turn NPDA’s. Some of our results 
generalize or improve previously known results. 
2. Definitions 
4 nondeterministic pushdown transduer (NPDT) [ 1] is an 8-tupIe 
IV = 0,X r, 3, S, qo, 20, F), 
where Q, C, f and F are the sets of states, input alphabet, pushdown alphabet 
and accepting states, respectively; qO is the start state and 20 in r is the bottom-of- 
stack marker which appears only at the bottom of the stack and is never changed; 
3 is the output alphabet and S is a mapping from Q x (2 u (e}) x f to finite subsets 
of Q x r* x 3* IE denotes the null string). 
The translation defined by M, denoted by R(A4), is the set of all pairs (x, y ) such 
that M when started at the left end of x in state qO with ZO on the pushdown stack, 
scans ail symbols of x and enters an accepting state after outputing y. M is 
d~wrministic (DPDT) if for all q in Q and 2 in r, 6 (q, c, 2) i 0 impliss S (q, a, Z I= G) 
for all u in 2. Note that for a given x there may be more than one (possibly infinitely 
many) y such that (x, y ) is in R(M), even when A4 is deterministic. (This is because 
we alIow E-moves, i.e., moves on E input.) The language accepted by M, denoted 
by L(M), is the set of all x such that (x, y) is in R(M). An NCT (DCT) is an NPDT 
t DPDT) which has exactly 2 pushdown symbols, ZO and 21, but 20 only appears 
at the bottom of the stack and is never changed. (Thus the pushdown can only be 
used as a cowtter.i When the counter is deleted from an NCT it becomes a 
noItdeter~llirristic finite transducer [I] (NFT). Similarly, a deterministic finite :‘rarzs -
drrcer (DF’T) is a DCT without the counter. When the outputs are deleted, an 
XPDT !D?DT, XCT, DCT, NFT, DF’T) becomes an NPDA (DPDA, NCA, DCA, 
NFA, DFA). An NPDT is finite-turn if the number of alterations between pushing 
and popping on any input is bounded by- some given number. When the bound is 
I, it is f-turn. Finite-turn NCT, NPDA, etc., are defined similarly. 
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Remark. It would be easier to remember what the various abbreviations for the 
machines denote if we note that N stands for ‘nondeterministic’, D for ‘determinis- 
tic’, PD for ‘pushdown’, C for ‘counter’, F for ‘finite’, T for ‘transducer’ and A for 
‘automaton’ x ‘acceptor’. 
3. Equivalence 
The following theorem strengthens a result in [8]. In [8] the theorem is shown 
only for the case when the deterministic transducers have halting accepting states 
(thus, for each x, there is at most one y such that (x, y) is in R(M)). Our proof 
uses ideas of [S, 141. 
Theorem 3.1. There is an algorithm to deciide given a DPDT A& and a finite-turn 
DCT Mz &ether R (it&) = R (Mz). 
Proof. The proof uses the following result in [ 1 ?I: There is an algorithm to decide 
given an NPDA M augmented with finite-turn counters whether L(M) is empty. 
Now given a DPDT Mt and a finite-turn DCT A&, define the language L consist- 
ing of all strings #x # (# is a new symbol) satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) Mi accepts x but M3~i does not (i = 1,2). 
(2) Both A4, and MZ accept x, but for some (x, y 1) in R (Ml ) and (x, ~2) in R (tM2) 
and k 2 1, the k th symbol of ifI f the k th symbol ~bf :=‘z. 
Clearly, R (AC&) = R (A&) ir ;dnd only it i is empty. 
We can construct an NPD_A M augmented with three finite-turn counters such 
that L(M) = L. M when givz:n input *_x # initially stores in its first two counters 
a positive integer k, chosen nondeterministically. Then M s&uIa’ies Ml and J& 
in parallel on input x. The p-__.lU llckAawn stack of M simulates the pushdown of MI 
while the third counter simulateq the counter of Mz. M accepts #x # if and only 
if (1) or (2) above is true. At each step of the simulation of Mi, counter i is 
decremented by an amount equal to the length of th, ~2 output string corresponding 
to the move. When counter i becomes zero, the kth symbol of the output A4, has 
generated so far is recorded in the finite control. Thus, the ‘discrepaq’ in the kth 
symbols described in (2) above can be verified. Because of F-moves, the parallel 
simulation of M1 2nd M?, by M is not straightforward. However, using techniques 
similar to the ones used to show that languages accepted by DPDA’s ;ire closed 
under complementation [ 131, the slimulation can be carried out correctly. a 
Remark. If, in Theorem 3.1, Mz or MZ is nondeterministic, then 
problem is undecidable. In fact, it is undecidable to determine 
l-turn NCA M whether L(M) =C* [2, 71. 
the equivalence 
given an e-free 
Notation. Let n 2 1. An n -NPDT is an NPDT augmented w ,i th YT finite-turn 
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counters. n - DPDT, n -NPDA, n - DPDA, n - NFT, n - DFT, n - NFA and 
n - DFA are defined similarly. Note that a 1 - NFT (1 - DFT, etc.) is the same as 
a finite-turn NCT (finite-turn DCT, etc.). 
Theorem 3.1 is easily generalized as follows. 
Corollary 3.2. Theire is an algorithm to decide given an n - DPDT Ml and an 
m - DFT Mz whether R (Ml) = H (Mz). 
Corolby 3.3. There is an algorithm to decide given an n --DPDA Ml and an 
m - DFA Mz whether L( Ml) = L(M& 
4. Ambiguity and single-valuedness 
We will be using the following known fact;. 
Fact 1. We can effectively construct for a given Turing machine (TM) 1M two 
P-free’ DCA’s Ml and M2 and a homomorphism , h such that L(M) = 
lz cL’,rM, ) n Lc Mz)) (see [ 10, Theorem 1 and its corollary on p. 3731). 
Fact 2. This is the same as Fact 1, but now I& and I& are E-free l-turn DPDA’s 
L21 . 
Fact 3. There is no algorithm to decide given two E-free DCA’s (or two E-free 
1 -turn DPDA’s) Ml and MZ whether L(k&) n L(&) = 8. (This follows from Facts 
f and 2 and the undecidability of the halting problem for TM’s) 
An acceptor (or transducer} M is ambiguous if there is an input string in L(M) 
which has at least 2 distinct accepting computations. A transducer M is single-valued 
if for each input s there is at most one )’ such that (A-:, J*) is in R(M). Note that an 
unambiguous transducer is single-valued but the converse is not true in general. 
Proposition 4.1. 7714 ambigiri;y pblem (deciding if a machine is amhiguorts 1 is 
undecidable for F-free NCA’s and +ee 1 -twl NPDA’s. 
Prsof. This follows from Fact 3 and the observation that we can construct from 
Xl and .&/I-, an e-free NCA (E-free l-turn NPDA) Ad which nondeterministically 
chooses one of the !V,*s to simulate. Then 1W is ambiguous if and only if L(A& ) n 
6rMg f fJ. 2 
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Proposition 4.2. The single-valuedness problem (deciding if a transducer is single- 
valued) is undecidable for e-free NCT’s and e-free 1 -turn NPDT’s. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in Proposition 4.1, but now M also outputs, at 
each step, the transition rule used in the move. (The transition rules can be coded 
in binary.) Then M is single-valued if and only if L(MJ n L(i&) = 0. U 
Note that the proof of Proposition 4.2 also shows that the ambiguity problem is 
reducible to the single-valuedness problem. In contrast o Proposition 4.2, we have 
the following. 
Theorem 4.3. There is an algorithm to decide given an n - NFT M whether M is 
single-valued. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. For convenience, let Ml and 
Mz be 2 copies of M Define the language L consisting of all strings #x -jt such 
that both Ml and 1M2 accept x, but for some (x, ~1) in R(M1) and (x, ~2) in R (I&) 
and k 2 1, the kth symbol of yl f the kth symbol of yz. We can construct a 
(2n + 2) -NFA M’ accepting L, and L = L(M’) is empty if and only if A4 is 
single-valued. Cl 
Corollary 4.4. There is an algorithm to decide given an n - NFT Mand a context-free 
language (CFL) L whether M is single-valued on L (i.e., for each x in L, there’ is at 
most one y such that (x, y ) is in R (M)). 
Proof. The acceptor M’ in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is augmented with a pushdown 
stack which enables M’ to check tha i in’ is in L. The result follows since the emptiness 
problem for such machines is decidable (see Theorem 3.1), 0 
Corollary 4.5. There is an algorithm to decide given an n -NFT M and a CFL L 
whether M is ambiguous on L. Thus, the ambiguity problem for n - NFT’s and 
n - NFA’s is decidable (this corresponds to the case when L = E*). 
Remark. Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 are still valid for the case when L is a language 
accer ted by an m - NPDA. 
Although the single-valuedness problem for n -NFT’s is de,oidable, the 
equivalence problem is undecidable. In fact, we have the following. 
Proposition 4.6. & & undecidable to determine given an e-free l-turn NCT M with 
input and output alphab,., u+c .2” and {l}, respectively, whether R (M) = &+ x {I}. (Note 
that C’ x (1) can be computed by a deterministic 2-state gSiII_) 
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Proof. This follows from the fact that there is no algorithm to decide given an 
e-free l-turn N(:A M’ over input aIphabet C whether t(M) = C’ [2,7]. Cl 
However, we can prove the following result which is stronger than [S, Proposition 
51. 
Theorem 4.7, There is an algorithm to decide given an n - NPDT Ml and an 
m -Nfl i&, satisfying (a) A& or i& is single-valued, and (b) L(iWl) = L(A&), 
whether R (Ml) = R (I&). 
Proof. The construction of M from Ml and 1Mz in the proof of Theorem 3.1 applies. 
However, M need only check condition (2). 0 
The next corollnry is stronger than [S, Proposition 51. 
Corollary 4.8. There is an algorithm to decide given an n -NPDT Ml and an NFT 
Mt, sati$ying (a) ,MI or” M2 is single-valued, and (b) L(M& L(M1), whether 
R~‘W,I = R!M2). 
Proof, This follows from Theorem 4.7 and the observation that L(Ml) %L(M2) is 
decidable since L(Mz) is a regular L-L Cl 
Our next corollary is equivalent t0 [S, Proposition 41 (see also [3]). 
Corollary 4.9. T/zere is an algorithS.n to decide given an unambiguous NPDT M, 
and an NFT M2 rrvhether R (Ml) = J? (I&). 
Prc~of. The proof follows from Til,;tiiern 4.7 and the fact that L(M& = L(M2) is 
decidable for unambiguous MI [21]. Cl 
Let C be a class of acceptors. A Iangauge L accepted by a machine in C is 
inhere&y ambiguous (with respect to C ) if every machine in C accepting L is 
ambiguous. The inherent ambiguity problem for C is the problem of deciding given 
an acceptor M in C whether L(M) is inherently ambiguous. (Recall that the 
urnbiquit;~ proHem is the problem of deciding given M in C whether M is 
ambiguous.) 
The next theorem and the remark following it show that there are subclasses of 
pushdown acceptors which have a decidable ambiguity problem but an undecidable 
inherent ambiguity problem. As far as we know these classes are the first to exhibit 
such a property. 
Theorem 4.10J Let Cl be t/z? class of E-free 1 -turn NCA’s. Then 
11 j tire ~wnbiguity problem for C, is decidable. 
i 2 1 Ih ir1hewii amhigydy pxddem for Cl is undecidable. 
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Proof. (1) follows directly from Corollary 4.5. To prove (2), let 91 denote the class 
of languages accepted by machines in Cr. The following statements are known or 
easily verified: 
(1) Lo={a’b’ckIi,j,k~l,i=jorj- - k} is in 21, and Lo is inherently ambiguous. 
(In fact, LO is inherently ambiguous with respect o NPDA’s [S].> 
(2) The universe problem (i.e., deciding for L in 91 whether L = Z*) is undeci- 
dable [2,7]. 
(3) ZI is effectively closed under concatenation with regular sets and union. 
(4) For each L in 91 and symbol a, L is inherently ambiguous if and only if 
L 1 a = {x Ixa in L} is inherently ambiguous. (Thus, inherent ambiguity is preserved.) 
Statements (l)-(4) above satisfy the hypothesis of Greibach’s theorem [ 131. 
Hence, the inherent ambiguity problem for Cl is undecidable. Cl 
Theorem 4.10 holds for other classes of acceptors. For example, it holds for 
(E-free) n -NFA’s. 
5. One-to-oneness and monotonicity 
An NCT (NPDT) M is one-to-one if (X 1, y ) and (~2, y ) in I? (M) implies x I= x 2. 
The next proposition implies that the one-to-oneness problem is undecidable. 
Proposition 5.1. It is undecidable to determine given an e-free DC-4 (or an e-free 
I-fern DPDA)M d I an a ength-preserving homomorphism 3 h whether h is one-to-one 
on L!M). 
Proof. Let Ml and M2 be e-fr::c DCA’s. For i = 1, 2, let C, be a se? of abstract 
symbols representing the transition rules of Mi. Let 2 = .?I u&. We construct an 
E-free DCA M with input alphabet 2. M when given itt.put x in E* checks whether 
x is in 2: or in Xi. While checking, M simulates the computation of the appropriate 
Mi (as dictated by the string x). M enters an accepting state if and only if Mi enters 
an accepting state during the simulation, Now define the length-preserving 
homomorphism h by: 
For each cy in C, h ((x) := a, 
where c1 is the input symbol associated with the transition rule cy. Then h is 
one-to-one on L(M) if and only if L(M1) n L(Mz) = VI. The result follows by Fact 
3. q 
Remark. It was pointed out in [4] (see also [ll]) that the problem of deciding if 
an NFT is one-to-one on a given CFL is undecidable, Propositron 5.1 is a stronger 
result. \ 
’ A homomorphism h on C” is length-preserlmg if h(a) is a single symbol for each symbol a in 2’. 
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Corollaq 5.2. It is undecidable to determine given an e-free DCT (or an e-free 
1 -turn DPDT) M whether M is one-to-one. 
For n -NFT’s we have the following result which is stronger than [3, Corollary 
21. (In [3] the result is shown only for NFT’s.) 
Theorem 5.3. mere is an algorithm to decide given an n - NFT M whether M is 
one-to-one. 
Proof. Let MI and M2 be 2 copies of M. We construct a (2n +2)-NFA (i.e., a 
nondeterministic finite automaton with 2n + 2 finite-turn counters) M’ which oper- 
ates as follows: Given input y, M’ nondeterministically guesses 2 strings x1 and x2 
(symbol by symbol) and simulates (in paral!el) the computations of Ml and M2 on 
x1 and x2, respectively. M’ accepts y if and only if (xl, y ) is in R(Ml), (x2, y ) is in 
R(M2) and x1 f- x2. Now M’ has 2n + 2 finite-turn counters; 2n of these counters 
are used in the simulation of Ml and M2. The two extra counters are used to check 
that the *guessed’ strings x1 and x2 are different. Note that x1 # x2 if and only if 
xi1 f 1.~1 or4 for some k, the kth symbol of x1 f the kth symbol of x2. Thus, the 
two counters can be used to verify that x1 # x 2. The result follows since we can 
decide whether L(M’) = fl. Cl 
Corollary 5.4. There is an algorithm to decide given an n - NFT Ml and an m - NW. 
MI wher”her MI is one-to-one 011 L (Mz j. 
Finally, we consider the question of monotonicity. A transducer M is mortotonic 
if for each pair (x, y I in R(M), /y 12 Ix I. M onotonicity of transducers is related to 
some problems concerning Lindenmayer schemes (see, e.g., [ 121). There is an 
algorithm to decide if an NFT is monotonic on a CFL [16]. The next theorem 
strengthens this result. 
Theorem 5.5. There is an algorithm tci decide each of the following problems : 
( 1) Given an n - NPDT M, is M monotonic ? 
(2 1 Gioerr au n -NPDT Ml a& an m -NFA N,, is M, monotonic on L(Mz)? 
( 3 ) Gii,en apt n - NFT M, and an m - NPDA M2, is MI monotonic OY~ L(Mz)? 
Proof. We just prove (1). The proofs of (2) and (3) are similar. Given an n -NPDT 
M, we construct an (II+ 2) - NPDA M’ which on7 input .Y simulates the computation 
of M on X. iti’ accepts x if and only If (x, y) is in R(M) for some IyI c 1x1. A!’ can 
check if $I < ;uj by using two l-turn counters. E 
The next proposition shows that Theorem 5.5 cannot be improved. 
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Proposition 5.6. There is no algorithm to decide given an e-free transducer Ml and 
an e-free acceptor Mz whether Ml is monotonic on L(Mz) for 
(1) MI a l-turn DPDT and Mz a l-turn DPDA. 
(2) MI a l-turn DPDT and Mz a DCA. 
(3) Ml a DCT and i& a DCA. 
(4) Ml a DCT and M2 a l-turn DPDA, 
Proof. This follows from Fact 3 stated at the beginning of Section 4 and Proposition 
5.7 below. cl 
Proposition 5.7. We can effectively construct for a given TM M an e-free DCA 
Ml, an e-free I-turn DPDA Mz, and a homomorphism h such that L(M) = 
h(L(MI) n L(M2)). Hence, there is no algorithm to decide given an e-free DCA MI 
and an e-free l-turn DPDA Mz whether L(MI) n L (Mz) = 8. 
Proof. Let M be a TM. Then we can effectively construct E-free DCA’s Ml and 
M2 and a homomorphism h such that L(M) = h(L(Ml) n L(Mz)) [lo] (see Fact 
1). Let C be the input al&abet of Ml and J&. Let J? = {d Ici in X} and R be a 
homomorphism defined by g(a) = a’ for each a in C. Let 
A ={x#g(yR)Ix in L(M1) and y in L(M&, 
-*here # is a new symbol and y R is the reverse of y. Then A can be accepted by 
an NCAA&. Let B ={w #g(wR)I w in Z*), Gllearly B can be accepted by a l-turn 
DPDA M,+ Now extend the domain of h by defining h (#) = E and It(a) = E fOr 
each a’ in s. Then L(M) = h(L(M3) nL(M4)). By adding new symbols to the input 
alphabet of M3 and M4 for ‘padding’ and ‘dictating’ the moves of the machines, 
we can construct from M3, M4 and h an E-free DCA M5, an E-free l-turn DPDA 
A& and a homomorphism f such that L(M) = f (L(Ms) n L (MS)). 0 
The proof above can be modified and the symbols coded in binary to get the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 5.8. Let P = {x #xR 1 x in (0, l}*}. There is no c?gorithm to decide giuvz 
an e-free DCA Ml whether L(Mr) n P = 9). 
6. Remarks 
(a) Corollary 5.8 also holds when Ml is an E-free l-turn DPDA. The proof is a 
simple modification of [2, Theorem 11. 
(b) There is no algorithm to decide given an E ?free DCA (or an e-free l-turn 
DPDA) M whether P c L(M,. 1 This follows from Corollary 5.8 and remark (a) and 
&sure under complementation. 
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(c) In contrast o remark (b) it is known that L(M) G P is decidable for any NPDA 
M (see H.B. Hunt III and J.L. Rangel, Decidability of equivalence, containment, 
intersection, and separability of context-free languages, Proc. 16th Ann. Symp. on 
Found. of Comput. Sci., 144-150). This result also follows from the observation 
that L(M) c P if and only if L(M) r. P = 8, and p can be accepted by a l-turn NCA. 
Hence, L(M) d can be accepted by an NPDA augmented with a l-turn counter, 
and therefore emptiness of L(M) nF is decidable (see the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
Generalizing, 
L(M1) c L(A&) is decidable for any n - NPA A& and m - NFA & 
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